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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Let D be a bounded domain of Euclidean space RN, N G 2, with
smooth boundary › D; its closure D s D j › D is an N-dimensional,
compact smooth manifold with boundary. This paper is devoted to the
study of the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions of the following
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semilinear elliptic boundary value problem:
yDu s lu y h x u p in D ,Ž .
› u )Ž . lBu [ a x9 q 1 y a x9 u s 0 on › D.Ž . Ž .Ž .
› n
Here
Ž . 2 2 2 2 2 21 D s › r› x q › r› x q ??? q› r› x is the usual Laplacian.1 2 N
Ž .2 l is a positive parameter.
Ž . Ž .3 h x is a real-valued function on the closure D.
Ž .4 p ) 1.
Ž . Ž .5 n s n , n , . . . , n is the unit exterior normal to the bound-1 2 N
ary › D.
Ž . Ž .6 a x9 is a real-valued smooth function on the boundary › D.
2Ž . Ž . Ž .A function u x g C D is called a positi¤e solution of problem ) ifl
Ž .it satisfies problem ) and is strictly positive everywhere in D.l
Ž . pIt is worth pointing out here that the equation yDu y lu q h x u s 0
originates from the so-called Yamabe problem, which is a basic problem in
Ž . Ž .Riemannian geometry if we take p s N q 2 r N y 2 ) 1 for N G 3
Ž w x.see 7, 8 .
Ž .Our fundamental conditions on the function h x are the following:
uh x g C D , 0 - u - 1 H.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
h x G 0 on D. H.2Ž . Ž .
w x w xWe remark that Ouyang 9 and Korman and Ouyang 6 studied the case
Ž .where the function h x may change sign in D.
On the other hand, our boundary condition B is a linear combination of
the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. It is easy to see that the boundary
Ž . Ž .condition B is nondegenerate or coercive if and only if either a x9 / 0
Ž . w x w xon › D or a x9 ’ 0 on › D. Ouyang 8 and del Pino 3 studied the
w xDirichlet and Neumann cases, while Fraile et al. 4 studied the general
nondegenerate case. For further studies of semilinear elliptic problems, we
w x w x w x w xrefer to Alama and Tarantello 1 , Amann 2 , Gamez 5 , and Pao 10 .Â
Ž .In this paper we study problem ) in the degenerate case; morel
Ž .precisely, our fundamental condition on the function a x9 is the fol-
lowing:
0 F a x9 F 1 on › D. H.3Ž . Ž .
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Note that the so-called Lopatinskii]Shapiro complementary condition is
Ž .violated at the points x9 g › D where a x9 s 0.
To formulate our results, let l be the first eigenvalue of the linearized1
eigenvalue problem
yDw s lw in D
1.1Ž .
Bw s 0 on › D.
Ž w x.It is known see 11, Theorem 1 that the first eigenvalue l is nonnega-1
Ž .tive and simple, and further that its associated eigenfunction w x can be1
chosen to be positive everywhere in D. By Green's formula, it is easy to
see that a necessary condition on the parameter l for the existence of
Ž .positive solutions of problem ) is that l ) l .l 1
Ž . w xConversely, if h x ) 0 on D, then Taira and Umezu 14 proved that
2quŽ . Ž . Ž .problem ) has a unique positive solution u x g C D for eachl l
Ž .l ) l . Furthermore, the solution u x grows up as l “ ‘, that is, the1 l
5 5maximum norm u on D tends to infinity as l “ ‘.‘l
Ž .This paper is concerned with the case where the function h x may
vanish in D. More precisely, we assume that
The zero set D h s x g D : h x s 0 of the function h xŽ . Ž . Ž . 4 H.4Ž .
is bounded away from the boundary › D ,
Ž . w xand denote by D h its interior. Following del Pino 3 , we introduce a0
Ž Ž ..critical value l D h in the following way: Let B be the set of all open1 0
Ž .subsets of D with smooth boundary. If V g B, we denote by l V the1
first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem,
yDw s lw in V ,
w s 0 on › V .
By the celebrated Rayleigh theorem, we know that the first eigenvalue
Ž .l V is given by the variational formula1
< < 2 1 2l V s inf =u dx : u g H V , u dx s 1 ,Ž . Ž .H H1 0½ 5
V V
1Ž . ‘Ž .where H V is the closure of the space C V of smooth functions with0 0
1Ž .compact support in V in the Sobolev space H V . Then we let
l D h s sup l V : V g B, D h ; V . 1.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 1 0
Ž Ž .. Ž .We understand l D h s ‘ in the case where the set D h is empty.1 0 0
Ž .Note that if the boundary › D h is sufficiently regular, then the value0
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Ž Ž ..l D h coincides with the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet eigenvalue1 0
problem,
yDw s lw in D hŽ .0
w s 0 on › D h .Ž .0
Our first result is the following existence and uniqueness theorem of
Ž .positive solutions of problem ) :l
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that conditions H.1 through H.4 are satisfied.
2quŽ . Ž . Ž .Then problem ) has a unique positi¤e solution u x g C D for e¤eryl l
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..l - l - l D h and no positi¤e solution for all l G l D h . Further-1 1 0 1 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..more, the solution u x grows up as l› l D h , that is, the maximuml 1 0
5 5 Ž Ž ..norm u tends to infinity as l› l D h .‘l 1 0
w xTheorem 1 is a generalization of del Pino 3, Theorem 2 , where the
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions are treated, and it is proved by Taira
w x Ž .and Umezu 13, Theorem 3 under the condition that the boundary › D h0
is sufficiently regular.
Second, we study the asymptotic behavior of the unique positive solution
Ž . Ž Ž ..u x as l› l D h . To do so, we take a relatively compact, open subsetl 1 0
V9 of D with smooth boundary › V9, which satisfies the condition
V9 > D h ; 1.3aŽ . Ž .0
the closure V9 consists of a finite number of connected components.
1.3bŽ .
Then we let
V s D _ V9
G s › V l D
Ž .and introduce a nonnegative smooth function r x defined on the closure
V such that
< <¡  4inf x y y : y g G on a tubular neighborhood of the
topological boundary G of V in D ;~r x sŽ . 1 on a tubular neighborhood of the¢ boundary › D.
1.4Ž .
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Now we can state our second result, which is a generalization of del Pino
w x3, Theorem 3 to the degenerate case:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that conditions H.1 through H.4 are satisfied. If
V9 is a relati¤ely compact, open subset of D with smooth boundary › V9 which
Ž .satisfies condition 1.3 and if V s D _ V9, then, for any bounded subinter-
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .¤al I of the inter¤al l , l D h and any a ) 2r p y 1 there exists a1 1 0
constant C ) 0 such that we ha¤e
ya
sup u x F Cr x , x g V . 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .l
lgI
Ž .Furthermore, if the interior D h is connected and nonempty, then we ha¤e,0
Ž .for any compact subset K of D h ,0
inf u x “ ‘ as l› l D h . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l 1 0
xgK
Rephrased, Theorem 2 asserts that the more the exponent p increases,
Ž . Ž .the more mildly the solution u x behaves; while the more the set D hl 0
Ž .enlarges, the wilder the solution u x is.l
Ž . NIf the set D h is equal to the unit open ball in R , then we can give a0
Ž . Ž .precise description of the growing-up rate of the solution u x in D hl 0
Ž . wsee Theorem 5.1 . For a similar description, we refer to del Pino 3,
x Ž .Remark 1 , where the growing-up rate in the set D _ D h is given for a
Ž .smooth function h x .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Finally we discuss the behavior of the solution u x as l› l D h inl 1 0
Ž . Ž .the case where the zero set D h is nonempty but its interior D h is0
empty. Then Theorem 1 tells us that there exists a unique positive solution
Ž . Ž . 5 5u x of problem ) for each l ) l and that the maximum norm u ‘l l 1 l
tends to infinity as l “ ‘.
Ž .Our third result generalizes assertion 1.6 of Theorem 2 to the case
Ž .where the interior D h is empty:0
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume that conditions H.1 through H.4 are satisfied,
 4‘and further that there exists a sequence V of relati¤ely compact, openj js1
Ž .subsets of D with smooth boundary such that the V contain the zero set D hj
and satisfy the condition
< <lim V s 0,j
j“‘
< < Nwhere ? denotes the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set of R . Then
Ž . Ž .problem ) has a unique positi¤e solution u x for each l ) l whichl l 1
tends to infinity as l “ ‘, uniformly with respect to x g K for any compact
subset K of D.
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Ž .EXAMPLE 1. If the zero set D h consists of finitely many points in D,
then Theorem 3 applies.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2. If the zero set D h consists of finitely many connected
components of dimension m with 1 F m F N y 1, then Theorem 3
applies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1 by using the super-sub-solution
method and comparison arguments with the Dirichlet and Neumann
conditions. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. Our approach
w xis based on a modification of the variational technique of del Pino 3
adapted to the degenerate case. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 3. The
essential step in the proof is how to construct a super-solution of problem
Ž .) to prove the existence of a positive solution, while we construct a goodl
sub-solution to study the behavior of the positive solution, by making use
Ž . Ž .of the eigenfunction w x of problem 1.1 . In Section 5 we consider the1
Ž .growing-up rate of the unique positive solution u x in the case where thel
Ž . N Ž .interior D h is the unit open ball in R and the function h x satisfies a0
Ž . Ž .growth condition near the boundary › D h Theorem 5.1 . To give a0
Ž .precise description of the growing-up rate of the solution u x , wel
Ž . Ž .transpose problem ) into an equivalent fixed-point equation )) forl l
Žthe resolvent K, and then apply the super-sub-solution method Theo-
.rem 5.2 .
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1 by using the super-sub-solution
method and comparison arguments with the Dirichlet and Neumann
w xconditions. By the work of Taira and Umezu 13 , we know that the
Ž .problem ) has at most one positive solution for every l ) l .l 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .I First we prove that problem ) has a positive solution u x forl l
Ž Ž ..every l - l - l D h , by using the super-sub-solution method.1 1 0
Ž .Let f x, t be a real-valued, Holder continuous function with exponentÈ
w x0 - u - 1 on D = 0, r for any r ) 0, and satisfy the following slope
Ž w x.condition or one-sided Lipschitz condition cf. 2, 10 : For any r ) 0, there
exists a constant L ) 0 such that
f x , t y f x , s ) yL t y s , x g D , 0 F s - t F r .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Now we consider the solvability of the semilinear elliptic problem
yDu s f x , u in DŽ .
2.1Ž .› u
Bu s a x9 q 1 y a x9 u s 0 on › D.Ž . Ž .Ž .
› n
2Ž . Ž .A nonnegative function f x g C D is called a sub-solution of prob-
Ž .lem 2.1 if it satisfies the conditions
yDf F f x , f in DŽ .
Bf F 0 on › D.
2Ž . Ž .Similarly, a nonnegative function c x g C D is called a super-solution
Ž .of problem 2.1 if it satisfies the conditions
yDc G f x , c in D ,Ž .
Bc G 0 in › D.
w xThe next theorem 13, Theorem 1 plays a fundamental role in the
Ž . Ž w x wconstruction of positive solutions of problem 2.1 cf. 2, Theorem 9.4 , 10,
x .Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 for the nondegenerate case :
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that condition H.3 is satisfied. If there exist a
Ž . Ž . Ž .sub-solution f x and a super-solution c x of problem 2.1 such that
2quŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f x F c x on D, then problem 2.1 has a solution u x g C D such
Ž . Ž . Ž .that f x F u x F c x on D.
Ž . Ž .Ia We construct a super-solution of problem ) for each l - l -l 1
Ž Ž ..l D h , by using the following existence result for the Neumann prob-1 0
w x Ž w x Ž .lem due to del Pino 3 see Ouyang 8 for the case where › D h is0
.sufficiently smooth :
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that conditions H.1 , H.2 , and H.4 are satis-
fied. Then the homogeneous Neumann problem
yD¤ s l¤ y h x ¤ p in DŽ .
2.2Ž .› ¤
s 0 on › D
› n
2quŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..has a unique positi¤e solution ¤ x g C D for each 0 - l - l D h .l 1 0
Ž . Ž .Let c x be a unique positive solution of problem 2.2 for 0 - l -l
Ž Ž ..l D h . Then it follows that the function c is a super-solution of1 0 l
Ž .problem ) , since we havel
›cl
Bc s a x9 q 1 y a x9 c s 1 y a x9 c G 0 on › D.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l› n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Ib Next we construct a sub-solution of problem ) . Let w x gl 1
‘Ž .C D be the positive eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue
Ž . 5 5l of problem 1.1 , normalized as w s 1. If l ) l , then we have, for‘1 1 1
« ) 0,
p py15 5yD «w y l«w q h x «w F h « y l y l «w in D.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .This proves that the function « w x is a sub-solution of problem ) ifl 1 l
« is sufficiently small.l
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Ic By 12, Lemma 2.1 , we see that the functions c x and w xl 1
are comparable. This implies that if « is sufficiently small, then it followsl
Ž . Ž .that « w x F c x on D. Therefore, by applying Theorem 2.1 we canl 1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..find a positive solution u x of problem ) for every l - l - l D hl l 1 1 0
such that
« w x F u x F c x on D.Ž . Ž . Ž .l 1 l l
Ž . Ž Ž ..II Second, we prove a nonexistence result for all l G l D h .1 0
To do so, we need the following existence and nonexistence results for the
w x Ž w xDirichlet problem due to del Pino 3 see Ouyang 8 for the case where
Ž . .› D h is sufficiently smooth :0
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Assume that conditions H.1 , H.2 , and H.4 are satis-
fied. Then the homogeneous Dirichlet problem
yDw s lw y h x w p in DŽ .
2.3Ž .
w s 0 on › D
2quŽ . Ž . Ž .has a unique positi¤e solution w x g C D for each l D - l -l 1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .l D h , and it has no positi¤e solution for all l G l D h . Here l D1 0 1 0 1
is the first eigen¤alue of the Dirichlet eigen¤alue problem
yDu s lu in D
u s 0 on › D.
Ž .Now assume to the contrary that problem ) has a positive solutionl
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .u x for some l G l D h . Then it follows that the function u x is al 1 0 l
Ž .super-solution of problem 2.3 , since we have
u G 0 on › D.l
Ž .On the other hand, if w x is a positive eigenfunction corresponding to0
Ž .the first eigenvalue l D , then it is easy to verify that the function1
Ž . Ž .« w x is a sub-solution of problem 2.3 for « sufficiently small, since wel 0 l
Ž .have l ) l D .1
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Ž Ž .Therefore, by applying Theorem 2.1 to the Dirichlet case a x9 ’ 0
2qu. Ž . Ž . Ž .on › D we can find a positive solution w x g C D of problem 2.3l
Ž Ž ..for l G l D h such that1 0
« w x F w x F u x on D.Ž . Ž . Ž .l 0 l l
However, this contradicts Theorem 2.3.
Ž .III Finally, since we have proved the existence and nonexistence
Ž . w xresults for problem ) , we can prove just as in 13 that the maximuml
5 5 Ž Ž ..norm u tends to infinity as l› l D h .‘l 1 0
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. Our approach is
w xbased on a modification of the variational technique of del Pino 3
adapted to the degenerate case. The proof is divided into four steps.
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .I We introduce a nonnegative smooth function r x g C V
Ž .defined by formula 1.4 and consider a function
ya¤ x s Cr x , a ) 2r p y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where C is a positive constant to be chosen later on. Then we have, by a
direct computation,
yay1 yay2 < < 2yD¤ s C ar D r y a a q 1 r =r .Ž .Ž .
Ž .Since r x s 1 in a tubular neighborhood of › D, by integration by parts it
Ž . 1Ž .follows that we have, for all nonnegative functions w x g C V having
support away from G s › V l D,
› ¤
=¤ ? =w dx s y D¤ ? w dx q w dsH H H
› nV V › V
yay1 yay2 < < 2s C ar D r y a a q 1 r =r w dx , 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
where ds is the surface element on › V.
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Ž .On the other hand, we find that any positive solution u x of problem
Ž .) satisfies the formulal
› u
p=u ? =w q hu y lu w dx s w ds . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
› nV › V
However, since we have
› u
Bu s a x9 q 1 y a x9 u s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
› n
it follows that
u x9 s 0 if a x9 s 0Ž . Ž .
› u 1 y a x9Ž .
x9 s y u x9 F 0 if a x9 ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
› n a x9Ž .
so that
› u
F 0 on › D.
› n
Ž . Ž .Therefore, combining inequalities 3.1 and 3.2 we have, for all non-
1Ž .negative functions w g C V having support away from G,
= u y ¤ ? =w q hu p y lu w dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H
V
› u2yay1 yay2 < <s C yar D r q a a q 1 r =r w dx q w dsŽ .Ž .H H
› nV › V
yay1 yay2 < < 2F C yar D r q a a q 1 r =r w dx. 3.3Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
If we let
1h s inf h x ,Ž .2
xgV
Ž .then we obtain from inequality 3.3 that
= u y ¤ ? =w q hu p y lu y h¤ p w dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H
V
ya p yay1qa p< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C V w r a r D r‘ , V ‘ , V ‘ , Vž‘ , V
yay2qa p py15 5 5 < < 5qa a q 1 r =r y hC , 3.4Ž . Ž .‘ , V /‘ , V
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5 5 Ž .where ? is the maximum norm of C V . Since h ) 0 and ya y 2 q‘, V
Ž .a p ) 0, it follows from inequality 3.4 that
= u y ¤ ? =w q hu p y lu y h¤ p w dx F 0, 3.5Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
V
Ž .if we take the constant C independent of l so large that
a yay2qa ppy1 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5C ) r D r q a q 1 =r r . 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ , V ‘ , V ‘ , V ‘ , Vh
Ž .We remark that formula 3.5 remains valid for all nonnegative functions
1Ž .w in the Sobolev space H V having support away from G.
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...II Let I be a bounded subinterval of the interval l , l D h ,1 1 0
Ž . Ž .and let u x be a positive solution of problem ) for l g I. Then wel l
have the assertion
ya p p
x g V and u x G Cr x « h x u x y lu x G hu x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l l
3.7Ž .
if we take a constant C ) 0 sufficiently large, independent of l g I.
Indeed, if we let
l s sup l,
lgI
then it follows that
p p p
h x u x y lu x y hu x G hu x y lu xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l l l
py1s u x hu x y lŽ . Ž .Ž .l
Ž .ya py1py1G u x hC r x y lŽ . Ž .ž /
ya Ž py1.py1 5 5G u x hC r y lŽ . ‘ , Vž /
) 0,
if we take the constant C ) 0 so large that
l
a Ž py1.py1 5 5C ) r . 3.8Ž .‘ , Vh
Ž . Ž .III To prove assertion 1.5 , assume to the contrary that one can
Ž Ž Ž ...find a bounded interval I ; l , l D h such that, for any constant0 1 1 0
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C ) 0 there exist a parameter l g I and a point x g V such that the0 0 0
Ž . Ž .unique positive solution u x of problem ) satisfies the inequalityl l0 0
ya
u x ) Cr x .Ž . Ž .l 0 00
Ž . Ž .We choose a large constant C satisfying inequalities 3.6 and 3.8 with
I [ I , and let0
u x s u x ,Ž . Ž .0 l0
ya¤ x s Cr x ,Ž . Ž .0
w x s max u x y ¤ x , 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Then it follows that the function w x belongs to the Sobolev space0
1Ž .H V having support away from G, since we have, for all x in a tubular
neighborhood of G in V,
u x - ¤ x .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .Hence, applying inequality 3.5 to the functions u [ u , ¤ [ ¤ , and0 0
w [ w , we obtain0
= u y ¤ ? =w q hu p y l u y h¤ p w dx F 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V
or equivalently,
= u y ¤ ? =w q hu p y l u y h¤ p w dx F 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
supp w0
Ž .Furthermore, in view of assertion 3.7 this implies that
= u y ¤ ? =w q h u p y ¤ p w dx F 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0 0 0
supp w0
Therefore we conclude that
0 - h u p y ¤ p w dxŽ .H 0 0 0
supp w0
F = u y ¤ ? =w q h u p y ¤ p w dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0 0 0
supp w0
F 0,
since w s u y ¤ on supp w and the Lebesgue measure of supp w is0 0 0 0 0
Ž .positive. This contradiction proves assertion 1.5 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .IV Finally it remains to prove assertion 1.6 . Let u x be al
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..positive solution of problem ) for any l D - l - l D h , and letl 1 1 0
Ž .w x be a positive eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue0
Ž . Ž . Ž .l D of problem 2.4 . Then, just as in step II of the proof of Theorem 1,1
Ž . Ž .we find that the function u x is a super-solution of problem 2.3 and,l
Ž . Ž .furthermore, that the function « w x is a sub-solution of problem 2.3 ifl 0
« is sufficiently small.l
Ž Ž .Therefore, by applying Theorem 2.1 to the Dirichlet case a x9 ’ 0 on
2qu. Ž . Ž . Ž .› D we can find a positive solution w x g C D of problem 2.3l
such that
« w x F w x F u x , x g D. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l 0 l l
Ž . w x Ž .However, we know from part ii of 3, Theorem 3 that assertion 1.6
Ž .holds for the function w x , that is,l
inf w x “ ‘ as l› l D h .Ž . Ž .Ž .l 1 0
xgK
Ž . Ž .In view of inequalities 3.9 , it follows that assertion 1.6 holds also for the
Ž . Ž .solution u x of problem ) .l l
Now the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In this section we prove Theorem 3. The essential step in the proof is
Ž .how to construct a super-solution of problem ) to prove the existence ofl
a positive solution, while we construct a good sub-solution to study the
Ž .behavior of the positive solution, by making use of the eigenfunction w x1
Ž .of problem 1.1 .
Ž . Ž .I Now take the positive eigenfunction w x corresponding to the1
Ž . 5 5first eigenvalue l of problem 1.1 such that w s 1 and let‘1 1
Ž .1r py1l y l1¤ x s w x , l ) l .Ž . Ž .1 1ž /5 5h ‘
Then we have
yD¤ y l¤ q h x ¤ p F 0 in D.Ž .
Ž . Ž .This implies that ¤ x is a sub-solution of problem ) .l
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Ž . Ž .II Next we construct a super-solution of problem ) . Since thel
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .function h x satisfies conditions H.1 , H.2 , and H.4 , for each l ) l1
uŽ . Ž .we can choose a nonnegative function h x g C D such that
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .1. The zero set D h of the function h x is bounded away from › D.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .2. The interior D h of D h is not empty.0
ÄŽ . Ž .3. The interior D h contains the zero set D h of the function0
Ž .h x .
ÄŽ . Ž .4. h x F h x , x g D.
ÄŽ Ž ..5. l - l D h .1 0
Ž Ž ..Here we have used the fact that the value l D h defined by formula1 0
Ž . < Ž . <1.2 tends to infinity as the Lebesgue measure D h goes to zero.0
Now we consider the following boundary value problem:
Ä pyDu s lu y h x u in DŽ . 4.1Ž .
Bu s 0 on › D.
Ž .Theorem 1 tells us that problem 4.1 has a unique positive solution
2quŽ . Ž . Ž .w x g C D . Then it follows that the function Cw x is a super-solu-
Ž .tion of problem ) for all C G 1. Indeed, we havel
p p py1 ÄyD Cw ylCwqh x Cw sCw C h x yh x G0 in D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
ÄŽ . Ž .since h x G h x on D and p ) 1.
Ž . Ž .III Applying Theorem 2.1 to the sub-solution ¤ x and the super-
Ž . Ž .solution Cw x for C sufficiently large, we can find a solution u x ofl
Ž .problem ) such thatl
Ž .1r py1l y l1¤ x s w x F u x F Cw x on D.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 lž /5 5h ‘
Ž .This proves that the solution u x tends to infinity as l “ ‘, uniformlyl
with respect to x g K for any compact subset K of D, since we have
Ž .w x ) 0 in D.1
The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.
5. GROWING-UP RATE OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS
In this section we study the growing-up rate of the unique positive
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..solution u x of problem ) as l› l D h under some furtherl l 1 0
Ž . Ž .restrictions on the function h x , which generalizes assertion 1.6 of
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Ž .Theorem 2 Theorem 5.1 . To give a precise description of the growing-up
Ž . Ž .rate of the solution u x , we transpose problem ) into an equivalentl l
Ž .fixed-point equation )) for the resolvent K, and then apply thel
Ž .super-sub-solution method Theorem 5.2 .
Ž . Ž .We assume that the zero set D h of the function h x is given by the
formula
N < < 4D h s x g R : x F 1 , 5.1Ž . Ž .
and we let
N < < 4D [ D h s x g R : x - 1Ž .1 0
N < < 4D [ x g R : x - r , r ) 1.r
Ž . Ž .Concerning the growth rate of h x near › D h , we assume that there0
exist constants s ) 1, C ) 0, and d ) 0 such that1 0
s w xsup h x F C r y 1 , r g 1, 1 q d . 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0
xgDr
Ž . 1Ž N .EXAMPLE 5.1. If h x is a function in C R given by the formula
< <0 x - 1
h x sŽ . 2½ < < < <x y 1 x G 1,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .then h x satisfies conditions 5.1 and 5.2 with s s 2.
Ž .Now let f x be a positive eigenfunction associated with the firstr
Ž .eigenvalue l D of the Dirichlet problem1 r
yDw s mw in Dr
5.3Ž .
w s 0 on › D ,r
Ž . 5 5where the eigenfunction f x is normalized as f s 1.‘,r r D r
The next theorem gives a precise description of the growing-up rate of
Ž . Ž .the positive solution u x in assertion 1.6 of Theorem 2:l
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the function h x satisfies conditions 5.1
Ž . Ž .and 5.2 and that its zero set D h is bounded away from the boundary › D.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..If u x is a unique positi¤e solution of problem ) for l - l - l D h ,l l 1 1 0
Ž .then, for any compact subset K of D h there exists a constant C ) 0,0
independent of l, such that
Ž . Ž .1ys r py1u x G C l D h y l f x for all x g K , 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .l 1 0 1
Ž Ž ..for l sufficiently close to l D h .1 0
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Proof. The proof is divided into four steps.
Ž . Ž .I First, we transpose problem ) into an equivalent fixed-pointl
equation for the resolvent of the linearized boundary value problem. By
w xusing 13, Theorem 1.1 for a given constant d ) 0 we can associate with
the boundary value problem
yD q d u s f in DŽ .
5.5Ž .
Bu s 0 on › D
a linear operator
u 2quK : C D “ C DŽ . Ž .d
u Ž .in the following way. For any function f g C D , the function u s
2qu Ž . Ž .K f g C D is the unique solution of problem 5.5 . Then it is easyd
to verify that the operator K is uniquely extended to a strictly positive,
Ž .compact linear operator K from the ordered Banach space C D into
w x Ž .itself 12, Lemma 2.1 . Furthermore, we find that problem ) is equiva-l
lent to a nonlinear operator equation,
pu s K l q d u y hu in C D . ))Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ld
Ž .II Second, we apply the super-sub-solution method to solve equa-
Ž .tion )) .l
Ž . Ž .A nonnegative function f x g C D is said to be a super-solution of
Ž .equation )) if it satisfies the conditionl
pf x G K l q d f y hf x for x g D.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .d
Ž . Ž .Similarly, a nonnegative function c x g C D is said to be a sub-solution
Ž .of equation )) if it satisfies the conditionl
pc x F K l q d c y hc x for x g D.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .d
Ž .The next existence theorem for problem ) is implicitly proved in thel
w xproof of 13, Theorem 1 :
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Let f x and c x be, respecti¤ely, a sub-solution and a
Ž . Ž . Ž .super-solution of equation )) such that f x F c x on D. If thel
function
g x , t s l q d t y h x t pŽ . Ž . Ž .d
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is monotonically increasing in t, that is, if we ha¤e
5 5g x , s - g x , t for all x g D and 0 F s - t F c ,Ž . Ž . ‘d d
Ž . Ž . Ž .then equation )) has a fixed point u x g C D such thatl
f x F u x F c x on D.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .In this case, the function u x is a solution of problem ) in the spacel
2qu Ž .C D .
Ž . Ž .III We construct a sub-solution of equation )) . To do so, wel
need the following elementary results:
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. If r ) r G 1, then the first eigen¤alue l D of problem1 2 1 r
Ž . Ž .5.3 and its associated eigenfunction f x satisfy, respecti¤ely, the conditionsr
2r2
l D s l D 5.6Ž .Ž . Ž .1 r 1 r1 2ž /r1
r2
f x s f x , x g D . 5.7Ž . Ž .r r r1 2 1ž /r1
Ž .Since the eigenvalue l D depends continuously on r, it follows that,1 r
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..for each l - l D h close to l D h there exists a constant r ) 11 0 1 0
such that
l s l D .Ž .1 r
If we let
l9 s l D ,Ž .1 2 ry1
Ž .then we obtain that its associated eigenfunction f x satisfies the2 ry1
conditions
pyD q d «f F l q d «f y h x «f in DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 ry1 2 ry1 2 ry1 2 ry1
«f s 0 on › D , 5.8Ž .2 ry1 2 ry1
if « may be chosen to be so small that
Ž .1r py1
l y l9
0 - « F . 5.9Ž .ž /sup hD 2 ry1
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Ž . Ž .However, using condition 5.2 and formula 5.6 we can prove that
Ž .Ž . 1r py11r py1
l y l9 l D 3r y 1Ž . Ž .1 r Ž . Ž .1ys r py1G r y 1 .Ž .2s½ 5ž /sup h 2 C 2 r y 1Ž .D 12 ry1
ÄThis implies that there exists a constant C ) 0, independent of r close
Ž .to 1, such that condition 5.9 is valid for
Ž . Ž .1ys r py1Ä« s C r y 1 .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now we define a continuous function ¤ x g C D asr
Ž . Ž .1ys r py1ÄC r y 1 f x in DŽ . Ž .2 ry1 2 ry1¤ x sŽ .r ½ 0 on D _ D .2 ry1
Ž . Ž .Then, by assertion 5.8 it is easy to see that the function ¤ x is ar
Ž .sub-solution of equation )) . In fact, we have the following:l
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant d ) 0 such that, for all d ) d the1 1
Ž .function ¤ x satisfies the conditionr
p¤ x F K l q d ¤ y h¤ on D.Ž . Ž .Ž .r d r r
Ž . w xIV End of Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, by 5, Theorem 3.2 it follows
2Ž . Ž . Ž .that there exists a super-solution w x g C D of problem ) for eachl l
Ž Ž .. Ž .l - l - l D h . Then we remark that the functions Rw x are1 1 0 l
Ž .super-solutions of equation )) for all R ) 1. Moreover, we can choosel
constants R ) 1 and d ) d so large that0 1
¤ x F R w x on DŽ . Ž .r 0 l
and
5 5g x , s - g x , t for all x g D and 0 F s - t - R w .Ž . Ž . ‘d d 0 l
Ž .Hence it follows from an application of Theorem 5.2 that problem ) hasl
2quŽ . Ž .a solution u x g C D such that
¤ x F u x F R w x on D.Ž . Ž . Ž .r 0 l
Ž . Ž .However, by the uniqueness theorem for problem ) Theorem 1 wel
Ž . Ž .obtain that u x s u x in D, so thatl
Ž . Ž .1ys r py1Ä¤ x s C r y 1 f x F u x , x g D . 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 2 ry1 l 2 ry1
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Ž .Furthermore, we have, by formula 5.6 ,
22 r y 1 l D y l DŽ . Ž . Ž .1 r 1 2 ry1
r y 1 s ž /3r y 1 l DŽ .1 r
r 2 2 r y 1 l D h y lŽ . Ž .Ž .1 0s .ž /r q 1 l D hŽ .Ž .1 0
Ž .Summing up, we can rewrite inequality 5.10 in the form
Ž . Ž .1ys r py1C l D h y l f x F u x , x g D , 5.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 0 2 ry1 l 2 ry1
where C is a positive constant independent of l.
Ž .On the other hand, by formula 5.7 it follows that, as r x1,
f x “ f x in C D h . 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 ry1 1 0
Ž .Therefore the desired assertion 5.4 follows by combining inequality
Ž . Ž .5.11 and assertion 5.12 .
Now the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete.
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